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Veterans of the Polish Home Army at Mass and luncheon
commemorating the Warsaw Uprising

Polish astronomers
follow Copernicus….
By Robert Strybel,
Our Warsaw Correspondent

L. Seated Gaażyna Dąbrowska, Jadwiga Narębska, Danuta Niżyńska, Joanna Grzanka,
Standing: Zbysław Petryka, Andrzej Stefański, Janina Kosowicz, Halina Ciesielski,
Frank Kosowicz, Fr. MarekCiesielski, Deacon Łukasz, George Narbut, Andrzej Niżyński
_______________

Illinois National Guard Adjutant General
Visit to Poland
Maj. Gen. William Enyart, the
Adjutant General of Illinois visited
Poland to represent the Illinois
National Guard during the 2008
Soldiers March to Częstochowa and
Armed Forces Day 13-16 August
2008. General Enyart traveled to
Częstochowa were he observed a
display of multinational solidarity
of soldiers participating in the
religious Soldiers’ March. General
Enyart was present during Armed
Forces Day activities on August 15,
which included a tribute at the
Tomb of the Unknown Soldiers, a
pass and review parade of all major
commands from within the Polish
Armed Forces and a formal
reception at the President of the
Republic of Poland’s Belvedere
Members of the Illinois National Guard
in front of the main altar at the Częstochowa Basilica palace. Enyart’s organization, the
Illinois National Guard, is
comprised of approximately 10,000 Army National Guard and approximately 3200 Air
National Guard members. Gen. Enyart’s trip provided him with possible future training
requirements for the Illinois National Guard’s State Partnership Program as the Polish
Armed Forces transform their forces to achieve NATO interoperability.
Since 1993, the Illinois National Guard and Polish Armed Forces have participated in a
partnership program that provides for the sharing of ideas between two nations.
Regionally, Poland receives the most U.S. Foreign Military Financing (FMF) assistance
funding and is also the sixth largest FMF recipient in the world. To date this includes over
$285 million in direct FMF grants and more than $3.9 billion in FMF loans. Additionally,
Poland has received more than $31 million dollars under the Combined Education
Training Program (CETP) which includes: the International Military Education Training
(IMET) Program; Military to Military (M2M) Program; State Partnership Program (SPP)
and Combating Terrorism Fellowship Program (CTFP). Poland utilizes U.S. support to
help transform and modernize the Armed Forces of the Republic of Poland.
Lieutenant General Gary Speer Also participating
in the pilgrimage march was Lieutenant General Gary
Speer, Acting Commanding General of U.S. Army
Europe. He was invited by the Commander of the
Polish Land Forces and participated in this year’s
Polish Armed Forces Day in addition to the march.
Over the last few years, the U.S. Army Europe
Commander has attended these events to honor the
Polish military on their most important annual
commemoration and strengthen the relationship
between U.S. Army Europe and the Polish Land
Forces. LTG Speer participated in the last stages of
the pilgrimage march, which several members of the
Illinois National Guard began with their Polish allies.
❒

__________

WARSAW–Although far less publicized
than sports heroes, pop stars, movie
directors or car designers, astronomers
continue to make a major contribution to
our knowledge of the universe. There
discoveries can affect a wide array of
issues from space travel to global
warming. Polish scientists have been in
the forefront of these developments in the
spirit of their great predecessor, Mikołaj
Kopernik, better known in English as
Copernicus.
The Optical Gravitational Lensing
Experiment (OGLE) being conducted at
Warsaw University’s Astronomical
Obsevatory has made a significant
contribution to the recent discovery of a
new solar system and a planet only three
times larger than our earth. “The star
around which it revolves is of record
small size and forms part of the
Sagittarius constellation which is about
3,000 light years away,” explained
Professor Andrzej Udalski who heads the
OGLE team. “It takes the newly
discovered planet three years to make a
complete orbit around its star,” he added.
The discovery caused a sensation when
it was presented at the convention of the
American Astronomical Society by Dave
Bennett of Notre Dame University. It was
also written up in The Astrophysical
Journal.
Gravitational micro-lensing was the
brain child of the late Polish
astrophysicist, Professor Bohdan
Paczyński. It enables astronomers to study
distant celestial bodies by registering their
changing brightness caused by other
objects passing in front of them.
According to one of Einstein’s theories,
the gravitation of such an object bends a

star’s light like a lens and its changing
brightness can be observed. This was the
14th solar system discovered by his
OGLE team which works closely with
astronomy centers from New Zealand to
Chile and many points in between.
The discovery of exotic planets has
become a Polish speciality. In 1991,
astronomer Aleksander Wolszczan
discovered the first three planets outside
our Solar System revolving around a
pulsar or spinning neutron star in the
Virgo constellation. A decade later, Prof.
Udalski built a mosaic camera which has
enabled him to discover three planetary
systems located the farthest from our Sun.
The method makes it possible to
simultaneously observe up to one million
celestial objects.
In 2005, OGLE-linked scientists
discovered in the Sagittarius constellation
a rocky planet which most closely
resembles the Earth – one of the most
remote worlds ever discovered. Dr Maciej
Konacki of the Copernicus Astronomical
Center was the discoverer of the first
planet functioning within a three-star
arrangement. That overturned the theory
that planets orbit around a single star.
Working together, Konacki and
Wolszczan managed to discover yet a
fourth planet revolving around the pulsar
mentioned earlier.
And earlier this year, the OGLE team
found a miniature version of our Solar
System in the Scorpio constellation some
5,000 light years away. At this point, it
appears all but certain that fresh
discoveries will be forthcoming shortly.
Polish astronomers, astrophysicists and
collaborating scientists in many different
fields appear to be following in
Copernicus’ footsteps helping to unlock
many mysteries of our vast and still littleknown universe. ❒
__________

